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The Eiger 
The North Face of the Eiger soars 

menacingly above the valleys of the 

Bernese Alps, an almost vertical pyra-

mid of rock and ice 6,000 feet high. 

Avalanches, falling stones, waterfalls 

and lethal storms make it the most 

dangerous face in the Alps and a 

permanent challenge to the most ex-

perienced mountain climbers. In spite 

of the many victims (29) it has 

claimed, hardly a year passes but 

some new party faces this harshest of 

all Alpine tests. 

Previous parties have followed a 

zig-zag route up the face, but in March 

two parties were on the North Face 

attempting to make a direct ascent. 

John Harlin was leading the American-

British party when he fell 3000 feet to 

his death from a spot near the "White 

Spider." The party of four Germans 

and a Scot continued on to make the 

first direct ascent. Complete details 

of how this accident happened to one 

of ArRerica's outstanding ice climbers 

will be published in a future issue of 

Summit. 



ROLE OF OXYGEN 
An adequate supply of oxygen is necessary for 

normal animal life and activity. All the cells in 

the body, and there are trillions of cells in an 

adult, use oxygen in their metabolism and from 

their metabolism, energy is derived. When more 

energy is required, metabolism is increased and 

so is the need for oxygen. 
At rest the body requires 2-300 cubic centi-

meters (cc's) of oxygen each minute. In vigor-

ous work this is increased to 4-500 cc's per min-

ute. The voluntary muscles constitute 40% of 

the body weight and therefore their consumption 

may increase 50 times the basal level. 
If exercise is moderate and uniform the oxy-

gen intake rises gradually and after a few min-

utes, levels off and remains at this level during 

the exercise. This is called the "steady state" and 

during this period, the oxygen intake is equal 

to the oxygen expenditure. The oxygen consump-

tion depends on the intensity of work and is 

limited by the individuals capacity to breathe in 

the oxygen. An untrained individual may be able 

to breathe in 2 liters per minute whereas a train-

ed athlete may double this volume. 
If the intensity of exercise continues to in-

crease and exceeds the ability of the individual 

to take in oxygen then additional work has to 

depend on energy sources not dependent on oxy-

gen and these come from chemical processes in 
the muscles themselves. This is called anerobic 

metabolism. This cause an accumulation of waste 
products in the muscles, especially lactic acid. 
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When the concentration of this lactic acid reach-

es 0.3% in the muscle, it no longer can contract, 

and the blood level at this stage is about 0.8%. 
After cessation of anerobic metabolism, the oxy-

gen consumption remains increased for some 

time until the lactic acid and other toxic products 

are oxidized. 
After moderate to severe exercise, or in the so-

called recovery period, the individual continues 

to breathe hard, and this oxygen intake is paying 

off his "Oxygen Debt" or the extra oxygen that 
he couldn't take in during the active exercise. 

Therefore "Oxygen Debt" is actually a payment 

on a deficit incurred during anerobic work and 

the lactic acid and other by products of work are 

converted back to glycogen or excreted by the 
kidneys. 

RECOVERY AFTER EXERCISE 

Even after mild exercise recovery is necessary 

owing to the "lag" in adjustment to new demands 

for oxygen during exercise. The supply runs tem-

porarily short of the demands. With an increase 
in the severity of exercise, there is also an in-

crease in the amount of oxygen debt. Excess 

lactic acid appears at all intensities of exercise 

and is responsible for oxygen debt. With low in-
tensity of exercise the amount is negligible but 

rises with the intensity and duration of exercise. 
Thus, oxygen debt may be said to consist of 

an "alactacid" and "lactacid" part. In the former 
state most of the oxygen debt is due to anerobic 



PHYgICAL EXERTION 
By Andrew J. Smatko, M.D. 

metabolism and is repaid rapidly—within 3 min-
utes. In the latter state several minutes is re-
quired to oxidize the lactic acid depending on the 
amount of oxygen available, and of course at a 
higher altitude there is less oxygen. 

OXYGEN INTAKE AND OXYGEN DEBT AS 
LIMITING FACTORS IN EXERTION 

The length of time strenuous work, such as 
climbing, can be continued depends on man's 
ability to take in oxygen during work and on his 
ability to accumulate an oxygen debt. This can 
be determined by various tests and equipment 
which are not available in the mountains. 

FACTORS DETERMINING RATE OF 
OXYGEN INTAKE 

Ventilation of the lungs — This ordinarily 
increases proportionately to the increase in work 
load. The rate of passage of oxygen into the blood 
from the alveolar capillaries in the lung is de-
termined by the pressure of the gas mostly, and 
also partially by the percent of oxygen in the 
inspired air. So, as altitude is gained in climbing, 
both of these factors operate in lowering avail-
able oxygen to the lungs and the active muscles. 

Oxygen carrying capacity of the blood—
This is determined by the hemoglobin content of 
the blood. So, in anemia, where the hemoglobin 
content is decreased, less oxygen can be picked 
up in the lungs. Conversely, in persons acclima- 

tized to high altitudes, 15,000' or more, there is 
an increase in hemoglobin in the vascular bed, 
and therefore at these higher altitudes with the 
lessened atmospheric pressure and lessened oxy-
gen tension, the body has compensated by in-
creasing the amount of hemoglobin available to 
carry the oxygen. 

Unloading of oxygen at the cellular level 
(i.e. active muscles) — The oxygen capacity of 
the blood at sea level ranges between 18.5 and 
22.5 cc per 100 cc of blood. Usually about 51/2  cc 
of oxygen per 100 cc of blood are taken up by the 
tissues during rest or basal conditions. With 
exercise this may be increased 2-21/2  times. 

Minute Volume of the heart — The rate of 
blood flow thru the body depends on the amount 
of blood the heart pumps per minute. As a rule 
the blood output during exercise runs practically 
parallel with the consumption of oxygen. With 
increasing altitudes, the minute volume of the 
heart increases tremendously to compensate for 
the lessened availability of oxygen. This is re-
flected in the very rapid pulse rate and increased 
stroke volume per beat. 

EFFECT OF ALTITUDE ON ATHLETIC 
PERFORMANCE 

The amount of oxygen required for the per-
formance of identical stints of work does not 
depend on altitude. Since it is harder to obtain 
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THE 

The climber who attempts the ascent of Mount 
Rainier will find certain obstacles on this peak 
that are almost unique in the Cascade Range. 
The first, of a regulatory nature, is that of the 
climber's registration required by the National 
Park Service; this includes both an examination 
of the climber's background experience and an 
inspection of the equipment, clothing, and food 
necessary for an ascent of the glacier-clad peak. 

The second obstacle is that of the great gain 
in altitude during the ascent, usually involving 
between 9,000 and 11,000 feet during the normal 
two-day climb. Although the ascents of other  

Cascade volcanoes also involve considerable ele-
vation gains between the car and the summit, 
that on Rainier is considerably in excess of that 
of normal two-day climbs in other ranges of the 
United States, hence the problem here is one of 
acclimatization to a rapidly diminishing oxygen 
supply as the higher slopes of the peak are 
attained. 

Mount Rainier weather is a major obstacle 
which the writer will discuss here, with partic-
ular reference to the cloud-cap which so often 
banners the peak and hides from view the upper 
2000 feet of the summit dome. Many tourists and 

Sole of Oxygen-cont. 
the needed oxygen from the air at a high alti-
tude, the intensity of prolonged activities must 
therefore be reduced; whereas activities of short 
duration which depend exclusively on oxygen 
debt (anerobic metabolism) may not be affected 
at all. 

While some people become so well acclimated 
to a higher elevation that they can continue to 
exercise, others show no inclination to do so, and 
continue to feel uncomfortable during exertion. 
It takes 12-14 days at higher altitudes to obtain 
a major degree of acclimatization, although the 
process will continue for months. Some say that 
adequate acclimatization may be obtained in 7 
days. Dr. William Sin, a noted researcher on high 
altitude physiology, feels that a type of acclima-
tization can occur in one or two days at elevations 
up to 15,000 feet. I, personally, have noted this 
effect in my climbs in the Sierra. 
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People living at higher elevations have a high-
er hemoglobin content in their blood, and can 
out-perform a lowlander in an endurance type of 
activity. People living at higher altitudes also 
have a higher muscle globin or myoglobin con-
tent in their muscles and this likewise increases 
the availability of oxygen to the muscles. A third 
factor is a greater oxidative activity of muscles 
in such individuals. There are probably other less 
understood factors operating but as yet these 
have not been identified. 

It has been found that intensified physical 
training 2-3 hours a day, 5 days a week, for 8 
weeks at sea level increased altitude tolerance 
by 3,000 feet. The same effect was obtained on 
these subjects by simply residing at 14,000 feet 
for 2-3 weeks. However, the best results in rais-
ing tolerance for altitude are obtained when ac-
climatization is combined with physical training. 



II II 
By Gene Prater 

a considerable number of visiting climbers have 
never seen The Mountain. The writer has been 
to the summit ten times, and has been "weath-
ered off" eight times, including three consecu-
tively winter climb attempts. 

All but one of these fiascos were in low-eleva-
tion fog, rain and snow, and we gave up below 
9,000 feet. The remaining defeat was above 12,-
000 feet, and it was the cloud-cap which turned 
us back. Since we were exceedingly respectful of 
the Emmons Glacier crevasses, it was easy to 
decide to descend when all the landmarks dis-
appeared in the swirling mists. This was in 1949, 
but a recent survey of summit climbs would in-
dicate that the summit cloud-cap is a more fre-
quent visitor than is the mountaineer. 

The cause of the cap is the effect of the moun-
tain on the air masses moving out of the south-
west, off the ocean. The portion rising over the 
top of Rainier is cooled sufficiently to form 
clouds, snow, or super-cooled rain which freezes 
on touching the ground. Occasionally the cap is 
stagnant in size for many hours, but usually it 
forms, grows in size as the moist air mass pushes 
past the mountain, and moves down lower and 
lower, frequently meeting valley clouds, with 
rain falling below 8,000 feet or so, and snow blow-
ing above. Since these volcanic cones are isolated, 
there is always a high wind within the cap, and 
usually there are few protected spots above 
timberline. 

One of the members of the 1963 Mt. Everest 
Expedition commented that one cloud-cap and 
resulting storm at Camp Muir, April, 1964, was 
as severe as any he had experienced up to 25,000 
feet on Everest. 

Recent inconveniences resulting from summit 
cloud-cap experiences included, among many 
others, an experience by a 1958 party staying 
overnight on the summit in June, 1958. 

Upon awakening about 2 A. M. in a blizzard, 
the party immediately descended, getting below 
the cap at about 13,000 feet. Lower clouds above 
Paradise Valley provided rain to conclude the 
trip. 

A Cascadian party of ten divided itself at 
about 14,000 feet, one group of five beginning 
the descent by their ascent route, Fuhrer's Fin-
ger, soon after climbing into the cap which had 
formed a short time before and was moving 
down. The other five continued to the summit 
and made what is becoming a standard mistake. 
The return route down seemed vague in the 
white-out, and the track of a recent, larger party 
lured them down via the Ingraham Glacier. How-
ever, the cow-path they were following faded 
out under fresh snowfall and only after some 
severe route finding, were they finally able to 
reach Paradise about dark, to the great relief of 
the party who had been waiting around quite 
awhile. 

The party that made the first ascent of Willis 
Wall in 1963 climbed into a similar cap at about 
13,500 feet elevation. As they searched desper-
ately for Liberty Cap in order to locate the de-
scent route down the Emmons Glacier, one mem-
ber of the four-man group began to suffer from 
the elevation. After an interminable search 
through the white-out in the usual blizzard, the 
descent was started down something that looked 
like the Emmons Glacier. Many hours later, as 

to next page, please 
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Little Tahoma and Rainier from Summerland in Mount Rainier National Park showing initial stage in formation of cloud cap. 

Photo by the author. 

the group camped in a clump of trees, the clouds 
momentarily cleared and they saw they had de-
scended somewhere near Sunset Ridge the oppo-
site side of the mountain! The rescue parties 
were on the road the next morning, but this 
group reached a telephone in time to stop the 
teams before they got to the mountain. 

On Memorial Day weekend, 1964, three sepa-
rate parties, on the Nisqually Ice Fall, the Ingra-
ham Glacier and Curtis Ridge, climbed into an-
other cap. The first two parties took refuge in 
ice caves inside the summit crater, and the Curtis 
Ridge group dug into a crevasse. Forty-eight 
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hours later the cap was still on the mountain, 
and the rescue teams were starting up. The Cur-
tis Ridge group made a leisurely descent, spend-
ing a second night at Schurman Hut at Steam-
boat Prow. As the cap began dissipating, the 
other eight were observed leaving the summit 
dome and were very slowly descending toward 
Disappointment Cleaver near the Ingraham 
Glacier. Upon reaching Camp Muir, 10,000 feet, 
two of the eight were flown off by helicopter. 
One suffered exhaustion, shock, and minor frost-
bite, the other required treatment of burns re-
ceived from sitting in sulfur-impregnated pum- 



Cloud cap forming on Mount Rainier as viewed from Burroughs Mountain trail. Photo by the author. 

ice, which combined with water to form a weak 
acid solution. One other had a touch of snow 
blindness, and there were other assorted frost-
bites of fingers, etc. 

A few obvious conclusions from these exam-
ples are: 1) Most innocent looking caps on Rain-
ier have blizzards going full blast inside them, 
and they are very likely to get bigger before 
they dissipate; 2) Turn back before you loose 
your bearings, if you are not familiar with the 
mountain; 3) If a bivouac is called for, continue 
the descent until the shelter of tree line is reach-
ed. Most glacier routes on Rainier have at one  

time or another been descended at night in a 
storm. The higher the group "holes up", the 
greater the risk of frostbite and exhaustion; 4) 
The rescue teams will probably be on the way 
twenty-four hours after the return hour has 
passed. Get off the mountain when you say you 
will, unless you are really in trouble. 

As far as known, there has been no attempt 
to compile information on cloud-cap "incidents." 
These are probably just a few of many similar 
episodes. However, the several experiences dur-
ing the Memorial Weekend, 1964, did focus some 
attention on this problem. 
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Breaking camp in early 
morning. Note three-man tents which 
each one of us had. In mid- 
foreground is Clihungjup and 

Numgill preparing tea. Lt. Col James 
(Jimmy) Roberts in center back- 

ground, was with us the first 

three days. 

TO THE 
We are 
never without spectators at 
lunch stops. 

There you sit comfortably and even somnol-
ently in your armchair. Is it likely that you are 
going to be asked to go climb Mt. Everest? Pos-
sibly not, but, in spite of your years and gentle 
bulges, wouldn't you like to go look at Mt. Ever-
est ? It's neither impossibly difficult or outrage-
ously expensive, and, if I did it, so can you. 

The mecca of every dedicated mountaineer is 
Mt. Everest, but few will be asked to join a 
climbing expedition which takes years of plan-
ning, months to accomplish, and a third of a 
million dollars. I wanted at least to look at this 
queen of the snows, but it is not a problem which 
one takes casually to one's travel agent for The 
Mountain zealously guards her approaches by 
mile upon mile of parallel ridges, valleys filled 
with roaring rivers spanned by shaky bridges 
and no towns or even inns to shelter the curious 
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traveler. How could a lone female living half a 
world away arrange a trek requiring 35 days of 
walking along a track so rough and precipitous 
that its length can only be managed on foot? At 
last I contacted Jimmy Roberts of Kathmandu, 
for if he could magically produce 909 porters for 
the 1963 American Everest Expedition, surely 
he could find a few for me. 

Our correspondence led to the formation of 
"Mountain Travel,"* a new venture for Jimmy 
Together with two friends, we were the three 
memsahibs who would launch this project. He 
agreed to import camping equipment for our use, 
procure the services of reliable Sherpas and por-
ters, furnish all food. We needed to bring only 

*clo Lt. fames Roberts, British Embassy, Kathmandu, 
Nepal. 



Pemba (bearer) resting beside Mani wall. Everest to the left; tooth of Ama Dablam to the right. 

FOOT OF EVEREST 
By Margaret Prouty, M.D. 

ourselves and our personal gear. Our crew con-
sisted of Sherpa Sirdar Chhungjup and his two 
assistant Sherpa cooks, our Sherpa bearer and 
13 Nepalese porters. Seventeen men to assist 
three women. 

Nepal, sandwiched between India and Tibet, 
has the great Himalayan Range stretching along 
its northern border. In no other part of the world 
are there concentrated so many awesome peaks 
and so much mountain beauty. Our trek would 
start at Kathmandu, the capital. It was possible 
to drive 25 miles by Landrover along the rough 
valley road, and then our "highway" would be 
the rugged foottrack which serves as chief ave-
nue of traffic leading to the Tibetan border and 
literally to the end of civilization, for beyond lies 
only treacherous ice fields. We would go as far 
as the lamasery of Thangboche. Political unrest  

caused cancellation of our permit for several 
months, but at last all restrictions were removed. 

Two seasons are suitable for travel, and we 
chose spring, starting in late February. Soon we 
would move for days through forests of rhodo-
dendron, whose flaming scarlet blossoms would 
change to pink in the higher altitudes and to 
creamy white even higher. Spreading magnolia 
trees delight the traveler, while flowering peach 
and almond scent the air. Slopes of the foothills 
are carpeted with primulas, and rare orchids trail 
above the track. Exotic birds sing delightfully. 
Departure can be arranged after mid-October, 
but return to lower elevation is liable to be hot 
and many flowers have ceased blooming. 

We soon settled into our daily routine. A cheer-
ful "Tea, sah," at our tent flap at 6 a.m. roused 
us. Hot porridge gave us strength to start hiking 
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Chombi scrubbing pots. 

by 6:45. Scooting before us, our Sherpas would 
have a substantial brunch prepared by 11 a.m. 
Again going ahead, they would have "tea" spread 
when we reached our camping place. Chhungj up 
delighted in having unexpected tidbits for tea. 
Sometimes it was peanuts which he bought from 
the local householders and roasted in a skillet, 
or sometimes a cake that Numgill baked on a 
layer of sand in a four-gallon gasoline can. We 
praised them highly, which brought us even more 
goodies. The porters arrived and tents went up 
quickly. Each of us had a fine three-man tent, 
a comfortable cot and mattress, and down sleep-
ing bag. A basin of hot water was delivered to 
our tent, and after a bath our red woolens and 
down clothing were put on, for sundown brought 
penetrating cold. We lingered over an excellent 
dinner as Chhungjup capably cooked athletic 
chickens in his pressure cooker and even yak 
meat. All water had to be boiled, and I saved 
half of my last cup of tea for toothbrushing. 
After two weeks I wondered if my teeth were the 
same color as my toothbrush! 

Day after day each curve of the trail or crest 
brought breathtaking beauty. Intensively farmed 
terraces marched from valley to ridge top, bright 
with tender green of wheat as we went in and 
yellow with ripening grain as we came out. Bam-
boo, banana trees, and the spectacular Jubil-
Himal Range floated out of the mist each morn-
ing. 

On the eighth day we left the lower ridges and 
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valleys behind and climbed a high pass into the 
Sherpa country. In the past the forebearers of 
these people had migrated from Tibet to settle 
on the southern slopes of the Himalaya. Gay, 
friendly, and intelligent, they are wonderful com-
panions. These men are the tough climbing 
"tigers of the snows" recruited for the expedi-
tions. On several occasions we were guests in 
their homes and had a taste of communal living 
gathered around the open fire which reflected 
on the polished brass and copper of the great pots 
and ladles attached to the wall. One such visit 
was with Mingma Tersing, Sir Edmund Hillary's 
Sirdar. With pride he told us of his work building 
the Hillary schoolhouses in the remote Sherpa 
villages. He was originally to have been our Sir-
dar, but Sir Edmund sent for him to come to New 
Zealand to pick up school supplies, and his seven 
weeks there brought him back too late to go with 
us. 

On the seventeenth day we crossed the foam-
ing Dudh Kosi and saw the great ridge on which 
Thangboche is perched. This is the last outpost 
of civilization and as far as we would go. The 
lamasery is famed not only for its spectacular 
setting but, together with Rongbush monastery 
in Tibet, was a center of Buddhism. When Tibet 
was invaded by the Chinese, the Dalai Lama fled 
to India, and only the shrine of Thangboche re-
mains. Many of the 32 Lamas who serve there 
are refugees. The High Lama is an Incarnation 
Lama, found after long search and thought to 



A farmer carries his 
wooden plow across the bridge of ill 

repute which broke under the American 
Everest Expedition of 1963. 

The middle part of it is supported 
with twine! 

be a spiritual reembodiment of the High Lamas 
of the past. As we approached, I could believe 
that this was Shangri-La. The buildings stand 
upon a knoll and are quaintly medieval in appear-
ance. Beyond the foreground of dark firs, lichen-
draped birch and dwarf rhododendron, tower im-
mense ice peaks, while the head of the valley is 
barred by the Everest group. The 25,000-foot 
wall of Nupse falls in a sheer precipice some 
7,000 feet from the summit ridge to the glaciers 
at its base. As we reached the lamasery, the 
brother of the High Lama met us and asked us 
to come with him immediately to have tea with 
his brother. We were guided through devious 
courtyards and dark corridors guarded by fierce-
looking dogs and over knee-high doorsills until 
we found ourselves in the Lama's quarters. In 
his early thirties, he was gracious, although 
knowing no English, and Mingma accompanied 
us to translate. We were served from beautifully 
thin porcelain cups with silver onlay. The Lama 
drank from a battered, blue enameled mug, prob-
ably left behind by some expedition. We were 
asked to return for dinner, and our Chhungjup 
was given the privilege of cooking it. 

We were escorted to the guest house at the 
far end of the enclosure where the view of Ever-
est was unsurpassed. The compound around us 
had hundreds of boxes belonging to the Indian 
Everest expedition and was presided over by a 
handful of Sherpas. 

As we turned back the next morning, we met  

the climbers of the expedition and their 1,000 
porters. We had glimpsed them behind us for 
several days and were anxious to keep ahead of 
them, or otherwise our egg and chicken supply 
would dry up. 

Many women were carrying and often with 
the omnipresent infant on top of the load. I met 
a Tibetan gentleman in whose home we had tea 
the day before. He had evidently come up to see 
the excitement, and, as we met, he said, "Namus-
tay," clicked his heels, and then shook my hand 
with vigor. I was stopped once by a handsome 
chap, who asked if I were one of the memsahibs 
whose travels had been arranged by Jimmy 
Roberts. He introduced himself as Jimmy's sir-
dar and hospitably poured chang, a native beer, 
from his canteen. 

The Sherpas do not kill animals, but in Decem-
ber the first generation Tibetans slaughter yak 
for the year. Great haunches are hung from the 
roof pole and by spring are well kippered in the 
smoke-filled house. As we returned through 
Namshe, a settlement on the Tibet border, we 
were guests in Numgill's home. His uncle was 
chopping and pounding some of this meat with 
his wickedly curved kukri. He then mixed it with 
water and put it on circles of dough, which he 
folded over and crimped. This would be cooked 
in deep fat and taken aloft to be sold to the ex-
pedition members. 

If possible, the return was even more enjoy-
able. Birds were everywhere—little yellow cuddly 
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Jute enroute 
from India to Tib 

s. 

We camp on th 

terrace of one of the Halal 

school house 

et 

Than gboche. 

warblers, the Racket-tailed Drongo with its call 

like the rattle of the dots and dashes of a tele-

graph, and one night as I washed my socks in 

the river, I found a pair of ouzels doing a court-

ing dance. They were brownish instead of bluish, 

but their song and habit of teetering up and 

down on a rock were the same. In one wooded 

area I saw a turkey-sized bird with a splendid 

irridescent blue back and orange on the tail and 

breast. Pemba identified it as a Dange and said 

it was protected. 
My medical practice was heavy. Householders 

came into our camp at night, showing us infec-

tions, bunions, loose teeth, and fractures. They 

did not know that one of us was a physician, but 

they recognized that any Westerner was liable 

to know more than they about simple first aid 

procedures. 
On the twenty-third day we returned to Pem-

ba's house. Chhungjup said we must stay here 

two days, for there was much fresh snow, and 

it was too cold for the porters to climb the high 

pass with their bare feet. We sat on thick Ti-

betan rugs around a charcoal brazier watching 

Numgill bake cakes. Two fell and these we ate 

immediately, but four were perfect and were 

saved for future "teas." The village headman 

came over in the rain to ask us to tea. It was 

served with ghee, a clarified butter and well 

salted. I had dreaded this first experience, but, 

holding the thought firmly that this was soup, 

I managed it gracefully and did not find it as bad 

as I had anticipated. 
At long last the road came in view that we 

had thought so bone-jarring just five weeks be-

fore. Now it looked like a boulevard, and, as we 

watched it with bright-eyed appreciation, a 

Landrover rocked over it and stopped beside us. 

The pleasant Englishman who disembarked in-

troduced himself as the British ambassador. He 

promised to tell Jimmy that we had arrived a 

day early. We watched our tents go up for the 

last time with nostalgia. No matter where future 

travels would take us, surely our trek to Everest 

would never be surpassed. 
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Farm houses; approaching 
Khani Khola where we will camp 

for the night. 

Salt from Tibet 
being unloaded from a yak at 

Khanjung village. 

Indian Everest Expedition. 
Commander Kolili, the leader second 
from left. 
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Pillars of the 

south shoulder of Mt. Villard, viewed 
from northern end of upper 

Aero Lake. 

Ascent of snow ridge to 

Mt. Villard, 12,337 feet. The lower 
summit, 12,319 feet, is in the 
background. 
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(  th 4? art ths 
By Lyle L. Olson, M.D. 

It seems that a review of the published litera-
ture on the subject is requisite for most scientific 
articles. Mountaineering writers generally have 
found this unnecessary or inadvisable. Ours is 
not to uphold this custom or to question why 
but a review of the excellent Beartooth Country 
by James Graff in SUMMIT, December 1964, will 
serve to familiarize the reader with this rarely 
visited region of American mountaineering. 

Having been together on family backpacking 
trips in the Grand Tetons and the northern Wind 
Rivers, Drs. John and Mary Frantz and the 
author planned a trek into the Beartooth Primi-
tive Area in early July of 1965. Climbing litera-
ture was scarce, climbing guides were as yet un-
published and conferences with other climbers 
familiar with any of the major peaks were con-
ducted mostly by mail. In spite of these obstacles 
the three Wisconsin physicians accompanied by 
eleven-year-old daughter, Margaret Frantz, de-
trained at Billings, joined Chuck and Jane Car-
rier and drove to East Rosebud Lake. The trail 
from East Rosebud was as wet as the weather 
but the steep canyon walls kept one in wonder-
ment as to what exactly lay ahead. Not until we 
had reached Rainbow Lake were any of the peaks 
visible. During our stay at Rainbow Lake (for 
reconnaissance of the surrounding area and for 
possible climbs) several parties of fishermen  

came by on the trail, and one group displayed a 
spectacular catch of trout taken at Lake at Falls. 

From Rainbow Lake we decided upon a tra-
verse to Cooke City across the high country. The 
trail became covered with snow at about the 
point we had elected to leave it and follow the 
Granite Creek drainage to a very small (on the 
map) lake at its headwaters. A campsite from 
this cirque appeared to qualify as an adequate 
assault base for Granite Peak. This peak was not 
to be ours, however. After a long approach, near-
ly all of which was on crampons and excellent 
snowfields, we reached the snow bridge leading 
to the main summit. This bridge appeared too 
formidable at this early season for our party and 
limited hardware supply (the pitons had been 
left back at the campsite). The view in all direc-
tions was incomparable and the solitude was 
enveloping. The long glissades back to our camp-
site helped assuage the feelings of disappoint-
ment at failing the summit. The next day a 
scramble up neighboring peak 11,019 provided 
a good view of the snow-covered panorama of our 
westward trek as we mapped out the next leg of 
our traverse—north of Cairn Lake, across the 
Sky Top Lakes and a campsite overlooking Upper 
Aero Lake. In July all of these lakes were still 
frozen and snow-covered. In fact, the landscape 
was reminiscent of pictures of the Antarctic con- 
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Wolf Mountain (left) and 

Sawtooth Mountain, 11,489 feet (right) 

viewed from Mount Fox, 
11,245 feet. 

tinent—snow, ice and rock. 
Mount Villard, 12,337' north of Upper Aero 

Lake, had not been cairned and we presumed this 
may have been virgin territory. There is now a 
large cairn with a small notation of our summit 
party. In this region we noted the tremendous 
climbing possibilities on the Villard Pinnacles, 
the long southern flank of Mt. Villard. There 
would be enough Class IV, V and VI climbing on 
these pinnacles to keep an expedition busy for an 
entire season. 

Though Upper Aero Lake was fascinating we 
had to continue pressing westward. Our route 
allowed for a walk-up of Mount Wilse as we stow-
ed our packs on a promontory on the snowfield. 
More of the awesome north-face glaciers could 
be seen from this summit, to which some ener-
getic soul had toted a large flag pole. The saddle 
between Iceberg Peak and Mount Wilse led onto 
the Grasshopper Glacier (one of two with this 
same name in the area). At the west end of the 
glacier lies the terminus of the trail used by 
those visiting the glacier from Cooke City. A 
jeep trail extends to Little Goose Lake and a 
well-maintained foot trail leads the hikers grad-
ually upwards to Grasshopper Glacier, hanging 
on the north face of Iceberg Peak. Utilizing this 
trail where the snow had melted we made our 
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way to the outlet of Goose Lake for our campsite 
and climb of Mount Fox, 11,245'. The ice of Goose 
Lake was thick enough to walk on, shortening 
our return to camp. 

The jeep trail back toward Cooke City could 
be easily followed in spite of complete oblitera-
tion by snow as wands marking the trail had 
been placed during the winter for a team of 
scientists traveling to these regions by snow cat. 
When we left the jeep trail for Lady of the Lake, 
following the trail though the timber presented 
problems with the omnipresent snow. A dry 
campsite in a meadow brought us back to the 
land of wildflowers and grass. 

At the Cooke Ranger Station, Ranger Joe 
Israel and family extended assistance so we 
could make a reconnaissance hike to Pilot and 
Index Peaks across the state line in Wyoming. 
We attained enough altitude to get excellent 
photos of these peaks from the west and north 
and a spectacular view across the Beartooth 
Highway, looking north, where the entire high 
country we had just traversed was laid out be-
fore our eyes. 

The beartooth range offers fantastic hiking 
and climbing possibilities for the backpacker who 
is not averse to venturing into a region not laced 
with trails. 
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Helmets for Climbing 
By John Armitage 

As readers of "Summit" may remember, the 
American Alpine Club and the Sierra Club au-
thorized a committee to study the helmet ques-
tion, and to make recommendations to climbers. 
This was done for four major reasons: 

To answer the questions of climbers already 
interested in helmets: How much protection 
can they offer? What is the difference 
between the types available? Which one 
should I buy? 
To inform new climbers and old ones not 
now using helmets (or using inferior ones), 
of the answers to these same questions. 
To establish specifications for a climbing 
helmet. 
To interest helmet manufacturers in mar-
keting a helmet designed specifically for 
climbers. 

A letter in "Summit" (Jan.-Feb., 1965) , request-
ing detailed information from climbers having 
experience with helmets (or their lack), brought 
a dozen numerically disappointing but very valu-
able replies. Analysis of these letters, and of the 
reports in the AAC "Accidents in North Amer-
ican Mountaineering," leads to the following 
conclusions: 

Presently used hardhats (as distinct from 
a helmet), even though only moderately 
efficient, are saving lives and reducing in-
juries. 
Climbing injuries and deaths can be further 
reduced by use of more and better climbing 
helmets. 

Lo next page, please 
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A helmet is as important for protection of 
a falling climber as in protection from rock-
fall. 
Retention of the helmet on the head is 
presently as big a problem as is the poten-
tial degree of impact protection. 

OW MUCH PROTECTION? 
Although this study assumes that helmets for 

climbing are desirable, and that the more pro-
tection offered the better, it might be in order 
to consider the question. We received one very 
interesting and constructive letter from a 
climber who commented: 

"I am not an unsafe climber, but I do 
believe in freedom while climbing, 
freedom from the protectiveness that 
Americans are known for. This protec-
tiveness leads to a stagnant and passive 
existence—not what I want in climb-
ing OR living. I do believe in hardhats 
when natural hazards warrant its use 

but the WANT of these ultrasafe 
Buco, Bell, etc.—type hardhats makes 
me feel that the users are afraid of 
getting hurt, getting killed, or just 
going climbing." 

Without attempting an analysis of why people 
climb, it would seem safe to say that most 
climbers are afraid of getting hurt, or at least 
of getting killed. In addition to the many other 
complex personal reasons why a climber might 
wish to remain alive, even the most freedom-
loving climber would agree to use equipment 
contributing to the total success of a climb, and 
more importantly, to his total climbing experi-
ence. A dead climber, no matter how previously 
dedicated to climbing as a way of life and free-
dom, does not go on to bigger and better climbs. 
The climber who finds that wearing a helmet, 
especially a very safe one, detracts from the 
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total success of his climbing, will probably not 
be interested in a study such as this one. 

Climbing helmets are accepted more readily 
by new climbers than by those already highly 
experienced. In addition to possible philosophical 
differences, the new climber does not have years 
of pleasurable (albeit less safe) bareheaded 
climbing to look fondly back on while cursing his 
helmet for all its real and imagined discomforts 
as does the old-timer—he does not know any-
thing different—and he does not have years of 
personal escape from injury to reinforce his feel-
ings of immortality. 

Many relative old-timers who were pioneers in 
introducing hardhats to climbing several years 
ago are still using their proudly battered caving 
or construction hat; it is sad to see the once 
pioneers now complacently using outdated and 
inadequate equipment. 

On June 16, 1965, a meeting was held at Allen 
Steck's home in Berkeley to formulate the char-
acteristics of the "ideal climbing helmet." Un-
fortunately, nothing revolutionary resulted from 
this meeting, and it is not possible to describe to 
the climbing world a helmet which offers guar-
anteed protection with the wearer unaware that 
he has it on—however, we were able to agree on 
a compromise between protection and comfort, 
and to draft specifications to guide climbers look-
ing for a helmet and for manufacturers seeking 
to supply the climbers' market. It is hoped that 
this is only the first step, and that this report 
may stimulate further interest, comments, and 
development, from both climbers and manufac-
turers. 

At this meeting were: John Armitage, Ed 
Leeper, Dr. Dick Long, Dr. Gil Roberts, Allen 
Steck, and Carl Weisner, representing interested 
climbers, and Dr. George Snively, representing 
the Snell Foundation. 

The Snell Foundation is a non-profit organiza-
tion founded in 1957 at the request of the Sports 
Car Club of America to study the problem of 



survival in sports car racing. The Foundation 
decided to concentrate on head protection, since 
the head is so very much more vulnerable to a 
lethal blow than any other part of the body. Dr. 
Snively, himself a SCCA driver, is the Chief In-
vestigator of the Foundation, as such is a recog-
nized expert in the field of head protection, hav-
ing performed extensive medical research using 
instrumented dummies and human cadavers. 
Snell approved helmets are required in all SC'C'A 
events, in most national motorcycle events, and 
in NSA downhill ski races. 

PROTECTION 
How effectively can any (reasonable) helmet 

protect the wearer's head against impact? This 
question does not have a simple answer, and re-
search is still underway to provide a more com-
plete answer, but even now some rough estimates 
can be made. Dr. Snively posed the following as 
realistic hypothetical examples: Consider a 
climber falling from various heights and hitting 
squarely a rock ledge with his head. From how 
high could he fall free, and escape serious in-
jury? How far can a baseball-sized (6 lbs.) rock 
fall and hit a climber on the head without caus-
ing serious injury? 

Height of 
Type of Protection Climber's Fall. 

Bareheaded 11/2  feet 
Caving hat (sling- 3 feet 
suspension) 
Climbing helmet 12 feet 
(crushable liner) 
Best car racing helmet 20 feet 

Height of 
Rock Fall 

3 feet 
6 feet 

24 feet 

40 feet 

Most researchers in the field agree that the 
acceleration of the head (or, in lay terms, "jolt") 
is one of the best measures of the probability of 
brain damage, and that this represents a good 
variable to measure in testing the effectiveness 
of a helmet. The present Snell requirements are 
that the helmet shall take two blows, in the same  

place, of 120 ft.-lb. each, without transmitting 
an acceleration to the head greater than 400 g. 
One g is the acceleration due to gravity alone, a 
change in speed of 32 ft./sec. (or 26 mph) each 
second; 400 g represents an object traveling 60 
mph stopping uniformly in 1/160 second, over a 
distance of 1/4  inch. The figure 400 g has been 
found by examination of damaged helmets in 
racing accidents to represent a rough realistic 
upper limit for survival, although there is a great 
difference between individuals, as shown by 
"iron jaw" and "glass jaw" boxers. (And the 
time during which this peak acceleration is im-
pressed is also important; this is still under re-
search). The figure of 120 ft.-lb. to be impacted 
onto the head and helmet is the energy gained 
by a 150 lb. climber falling free for 10 inches, or 
a 6 lb. rock falling free for 20 feet. In 1957, only 
one helmet could meet this requirement, and 
since this helmet was comfortable and reason-
ably priced, this level of performance was chosen 
as the minimum. 

A modern crushable liner helmet, of a type 
suitable for climbing, should give about half this 
acceleration for the 120 ft-lb. impact. Obviously, 
with increasing thickness of the energy-absorb-
ing material in the helmet, energy can be ab-
sorbed at almost any level of acceleration. The 
Snell specifications for a ski racing helmet re-
quire only a single blow in any one spot on the 
helmet rather than two blows. In car racing 
accidents multiple blows at the same place on 
the helmet are common, as the driver, restrained 
by his seat belt or harness, impacts the pavement 
and/or roll bar several times in the same position. 
In a climbing situation, as in skiing, it seems 
worthwhile to trade second impact protection to 
obtain a lighter and cheaper helmet, while retain-
ing a high degree of first impact protection. 

To date, only some form of fiberglass shell and 
crushable liner design has been found to meet 
these specifications at reasonable cost, weight, 
comfort, and bulk. The sling-suspension type of 
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hat, worn by many cavers and climbers, is far 
inferior to the crushable liner type, although it 
is still much better than the bare head. Most 
sling-suspension hats are designed to meet the 
industrial construction hardhat standards, which 
require that the hat shall not bottom at loads of 
15 ft-lb. applied to the top of the hat. Since bot-
toming under severe loading results in extremely 
high accelerations to the head, and since the 15 
ft-lb. figure represents a man of 150 lbs. falling 
only one inch, the great difference between this 
type hat and Snell-approved type helmet is ap-
parent. Although the sling-suspension type hard-
hat can offer some protection from impact direct-
ly on the top of the head, it is much less effective 
for the oblique or side blow commonly encounter-
ed in a climbing situation. For a side blow the 
sling-suspension does not function to absorb en-
ergy, and the hat then is useful only for prevent-
ing penetration of the skull. 

It is important to realize that a helmet of the 
crushable liner type is partially destroyed during 
a severe impact, since both the liner and the 
shell are irreversibly damaged in the energy 
absorbing process. The optimum protection 
might result in near total destruction of the 
helmet. 

It has been said that a really good helmet is 
not necessary, since any shock impact severe 
enough to render ineffective the sling-suspension 
hat would break the neck. Dr. Snively says that 
this is not true, since the neck is likely to be 
broken only if the impact is exactly at the top 
of the head, aligned along the axis of the spine, 
and the neck not bent. In the great majority of 
cases, these conditions will not be met, and the 
head itself may be subjected to severe impact 
with little probability of neck damage, especially 
from a side blow. 

In addition to energy absorption, the helmet 
should protect against local penetration of the 
skull. The Snell requirement is that the unpadded 
shell, suspended upon a rigid head-form with a 
hole in it, shall not deflect instantaneously more 
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than 3/8" upon impact by a pointed 4 lb. weight 
dropped from a height of 3 feet. Again, this 
represents what can be obtained with the pres-
ently available reasonably thick fiberglass shells. 
In addition to penetration resistance, the shell 
contributes greatly to the energy absorption of 
the helmet, distributing the loading over a large 
area of the liner material, and it is therefore im-
portant to have a strong rigid shell above and 
beyond the requirements of penetration resis-
tance. 

ETENTION 
In order to be effective, the helmet must stay 

on the head in the proper position during normal 
climbing, when it is struck and knocked by the 
usual assortment of ropes and unexpected "head-
holds" encountered on the route, upon impact by 
falling rocks, and most important, upon the se-
vere forces attempting to remove it during a 
falling climber's battering descent. One letter to 
the committee, from a climber experienced in 
rescue operations wearing a hat popularly billed 
as "the mountain rescue hat," with the chinstrap 
fastened properly, tells of having his hat knocked 
off by hitting it with a jammed rappel rope. Acci-
dents involving long and complicated falls have 
invariably removed the hat, fortunately often 
with at least some damage reduction beforehand. 
In order for the helmet to be effective in a fall, 
it must fit well and snugly, must be shaped to 
minimize twisting and rotation, and the chin-
strap arrangement must be both designed to 
keep it on, and strong enough to do so. The Snell 
requirement on this relates only to strength: 
the chinstrap must not deflect more than 1 inch 
downward on a load of 300 lbs. Dr. Snively told 
of three SOCA racer's helmets being torn off 
with failure of chin straps known to fail at 
around 600 lbs., with no damage to the head or 
jaw, so the figure of 300 lbs. is not unrealistically 
high. Obviously, an elastic chin strap is totally 



inadequate, as are most of the strap arrange-
ments on sling-suspension hats. A neck-covering 
backband aids significantly in retaining the hel-
met against forward twisting forces also. 

CCEPTABILITY 
For the helmet to be at all effective, the 

climber must be wearing it. The balance between 
protection, comfort, and cost will vary with the 
individual, and this report attempts to enable 
each climber to determine the trade-off between 
these factors. Almost all climbers are emphatic-
ally outspoken in their dislike of helmets, with 
the following characteristics seeming to fall in 
this order of importance: hotness—ventilation; 
bulkiness—awkwardness; weight; hearing (and 
vision) restriction; cost. 

How much discomfort a given person is willing 
to endure to increase his safety factor is, of 
course, a complex and individual question. Rac-
ing car cockpit temperatures have been measured 
up to 160° F, and racing can be almost as sweaty 
an operation as climbing. California Highway 
Patrol men and other public safety officers wear 
very hot and bulky helmets all day long on duty 
in desert areas under conditions that even most 
climbers would regard somewhat unenthusias-
tically. Many climbers, concerned with safety, 
do wear "hot" helmets under conditions other 
climbers claim make them impossible to wear. 
Anyone ever under fire in the Army knows well 
how dear the hated (heavy and hot) tin-hat can 
suddenly become as its wearer begins to feel 
zeroed-in on, and several only semi-convinced 
helmet-wearing climbers have expressed the 
same feeling in a couloir filled with rockf all. 
However, wearing a helmet seldom increases the 
wearer's comfort, and .certainly the ideal helmet 
for climbing should minimize the discomfort as 
much as possible while still maintaining adequate 
protection. 

The primary reason for a helmet feeling hot  

seems to be the tightly-fitting band around the 
bottom, and unfortunately little can be done to 
relieve this problem, since this feature is (pres-
ently believed) necessary for the fit required for 
good retention. Experience gained with perfor-
ating the shell and liner for football players in 
the Southwest indicates that this should be effec-
tive for a climbing helmet also, but initial experi-
ments have been disappointing. However, further 
research may show that this can significantly 
reduce the heat problem. 

All climbers agree that the less bulky the hel-
met can be, the less it interferes in delicate and 
tight-crack climbing. The shell and liner will 
contribute a certain minimum thickness, but the 
climbing helmet should not have any additional 
inner sling suspension to increase its size. An 
inner suspension adds a small amount of low-
energy impact comfort, but contributes very 
little to ventilation, and the additional bulk is 
not worthwhile for the climber. The only advan-
tage offered by the sling-suspension inner liner 
is that the helmet can be adjusted to fit different 
head sizes; except perhaps for organizations 
wishing to fit a large number of climbers with 
the same helmets, it seems likely that most 
climbers would prefer to regard the helmet as 
an item of personal equipment and seek the opti-
mum performance. 

As with all climbing gear, the helmet should 
be as light as possible while still performing its 
primary function of protection. However, it ap-
pears that weight is less important than bulk 
for the majority of climbers. It has been found, 
both by casual experience and by objective ex-
periment, that once a well-fitting helmet has 
been worn for some time, the wearer is surpris-
ingly insensitive to reasonable changes of weight. 
However, a heavier helmet will undoubtedly con-
tribute to fatigue. 

There is no reason why a climbing helmet 
should not permit full hearing while being worn. 
The band across the back of the neck, desirable 
for retention, can be of perforated or open-mesh 
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nylon, which should not interfere with hearing 
or ventilation. A well-designed helmet should not 
cause any vision problems. 

Although many climbers, frequently the more 
active and skilled ones, are often in precarious 
financial straits, it does not seem possible to 
produce a helmet which will meet the other re-
quirements and which will be really cheap. A 
really good helmet will probably cost about the 
same as a pair of good kletterschue, and although 
this is again an individual matter, this does not 
seem unreasonable. Of course, the manufacturer 
producing the helmet offering the best perform-
ance and comfort features for the lowest price 
can expect to find the widest acceptance, and 
it is hoped that well-defined specifications will 
promote development in this direction. 
SUMMARY OR RECOMMENDED CLIMBING 

HELMET CHARACTERISTICS 
1. The helmet shall pass the current Snell 
Foundation requirements for Ski Racing Helmets 
(as follow, except that only a single impact is 
required.) 

General: The helmet shall consist of a hard, 
smooth shell lined with protective padding ma-
terial or fitted with other means of energy ab-
sorption and shall be strongly attached to a strap 
designed to fasten under the wearer's chin. The 
assembled helmet shall have a smooth external 
surface without reinforcing ridges or other rigid 
external projections except that a goggle clip 
may be used at the rear of the helmet if desired, 
and a ledge may be moulded at the front edge to 
support a visor. Such goggle clips shall not pro-
ject more than three-sixteenths of an inch from 
the outer surface of the shell. Such ledge, if in-
cluded, shall not project more than three-eighths 
of an inch from the outer surface of the shell, 
and shall not extend more than five inches from 
the midpoint in front towards either side. 

Shell: The shell of the helmet shall be as 
nearly uniform in thickness and strength as is 
possible using normal manufacturing methods 
and shall not be specially reinforced at the test 
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points. Ventilation holes, if used, shall not exceed 
one-half inch in diameter. Ventilation slots, if 
used, shall be placed over the ear area only, and 
must terminate in a rounded opening without 
any squaring of edges. Such slots shall not ex-
ceed one-quarter inch in width. 

Helmet Height: The vertical dimension from 
the lower edge of the head band or other head 
fitting to the outside of the crown of the shell, 
at the midpoint of the helmet in a longitudinal 
axis shall not be less than five inches. 

Extent and Form of Protective Material: The 
helmet shall be so constructed that any protec-
tive padding materials used shall cover the entire 
inner surface of the shell to a minimum lower 
trim line determined in the following fashion. 
At the midpoint in the front of the shell, the pro-
tective material shall extend to within five-
eighths inch of the shell edge. Using this as a 
reference point, with the helmet in a normal up-
right position, the remainder of the protective 
material must extend to a plane running perpen-
dicular to the vertical axis of the helmet and 
through the front reference point. 
The lower limit of protective padding material 
delineated above is to be considered an absolute 
minimum; any additional extension below this 
plane is to be considered highly desirable. Spe-
cifically, if shell extensions are used below the 
lower edge of the head fitting, they should be 
lined with protective padding material similar to 
that used in the upper part of the shell, and of 
comparable thickness, except that cut-out areas 
may be used to clear the ears. 
Over the entire area covered by such protective 
lining substance, the material used must be of 
uniform construction and of thickness at least 
equal to its thickness at the rear of the helmet. 
No gaps in the protective padding materials shall 
be of greater width than one-quarter inch except 
corresponding to ventilation holes, which may be 
used up to one-half inch diameter. No part of 
this protective padding material shall be readily 
detachable. 



Headband or Other Head Fitting: The head-
band or other head fitting shall not project below 
the lower edge of the shell at any point and 
shall be suspended or well-cushioned from the 
shell itself. Attention is drawn to the necessity 
of protecting certain materials which may be used 
for this purpose against the effect of oil or grease 
from the wearer's hair. 

Harness: The head fitting shall consist of a 
sweat resistant material. The manufacturers shall 
insure that the materials used in the harness are 
not of a kind known to cause skin diseases. In the 
case of a material not in general use for this pur-
pose, advice as to its suitability should be sought 
from a competent medical authority. 

Finish: All edges of the shell shall be smooth 
and rounded, and there shall be no metallic parts 
or other rigid projections on the inside of the 
shell which could injure the wearer's head in 
the event of a crash. 

The helmet shall not restrict hearing. 
The helmet shall have a neck-covering reten-

tion band, adjustable, if possible, of a material 
not restricting ventilation. 

The helmet shall be supplied sized to 1/8  sizes, 
and shall not incorporate any interior adjustable 
suspension which adds to the bulk of the helmet 
for the purpose of sizing. Sling suspension may 
be used only as a major part of the energy ab-
sorption design (this is presently not feasible, 
but future developments should not be ruled 
out). 

Desirable Optional Features: 
Ventilation holes or slots, if effective and 
not resulting in an unreasonable compro-
mise with the prime requirements. 
Minimum weight; 1 lb. is a desirable maxi-
mum. 
Bright color, or white to aid in locating a 
fallen climber. 
Quick release but secure chin fastening, 
adjustable, non-creeping. 
Minimum use of leather and other organic 
materials. 

Quotation by the manufacturer of the act-
ual level of performance attained during 
impact tests, in addition to certification of 
having passed the minimum standard. 

Presently Available Helmets Suitable 
for Climbing 
Bell-Toptex Malibu, $15, 1 lb. Probably to Snell 
Ski Impact Standards. Does not have neck-cover-
ing backband. Chin strap fastenings should be 
stronger. Said by mfg. to give about 2/3 the im-
pact protection of the Skiat. Designed for 
surfing. 
Bell-Toptex Skiat, $25, 11/2  lbs. Snell approved, 
double impact. Nylon neck cover backband which 
restricts hearing and ventilation. (Can be per-
forated by user.) 
Buco (Protector II) , $15, 13/4  lbs. Probably to 
Snell standards. Completely adjustable between 
sizes 61/2-71/2, and is therefore relatively bulky 
and heavy. Moderate hearing restriction. 
Sierra Engineering SEC-0, $34, wt. unknown. 
Believed to be to Snell standards, double impact. 
Designed specifically for and by climbers. Orange 
color. 

As an aid to climbers wishing to examine or 
purchase one of the helmets mentioned in this 
article, here is a list of mountaineering suppliers 
known to be stocking them. Additional infor-
mation will be passed on via "Summit" as it is 
received from climbers, suppliers, and manu-
facturers. 
Bell-Toptex, Malibu; Alpine Hut, Seattle, Gerry, 
Boulder, Cob.; Gerry, San Francisco; High Ad-
venture Hq., Phoenix; Recreational, Seattle; Ski 
Hut, Berkeley. 
Bell-Toptex Skiat: Ski Hut, Berkeley. 
Buco Protector II: Holubar, Boulder; Alpine Hut, 
Seattle. 
Sierra Eng. SEC-0 : Alpine Hut, Seattle. 

Comments and requests for further informa-
tion should be addressed to John Armitage, 
Chairman, Sierra Club Mtn. Rescue Subcommit-
tee, c/o Allen Steck, 335 Vermont Ave., Berkeley, 
Calif. 
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(3 'Discussion 

ART GRAN COMMENTS: 

Dear Editor: 
I am sending you this letter with the hope of 

immediately correcting a few mistakes and omis-
sions that were created in the November article 
on ice climbing. As this correction concerns a 
matter of safety, it should appear in the next 
available edition. 

The biggest inaccuracy in the article is the 
sentence: "On very steep ice the use of a belay 
seat or stirrups snapped to a piton is an alter-
nate, time-saving belay method." If climbers 
were to adapt this method of belaying they would 
probably place themselves in the most potentially 
dangerous position of their entire climbing 
career. To merely rely on an ice piton or two for 
the entire support of the belay when potentially 
long falls are possible is madness. Ice pitons or 
screws, if they don't break or even pull out on a 
good shock load, will frequently just break off 
the block of ice they are in. Ice has nowhere near 
the holding power of rock; so rock climbing 
methods should not be followed for belays. 

The correct way to belay on ice is to always 
cut a platform and use at least two ice screws. A 
fall should be stopped, with a dynamic belay, by 
one's feet absorbing it on the platform with a 
normal waist belay. An attempt should be made 
to place no load on the belay pitons at all. These 
pitons should be kept as a last resort if one is 
pulled off of his platform. One can also prevent 
being pulled upwards if the leader is through a 
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piton by giving a dynamic belay which will also 
help to keep the leader's piton from pulling out. 

Clawing is generally done on slopes of 50 de-
grees to 70 degrees and on steeper ice only if it is 
in perfect condition and the climber is an old 
tiger. When doing steep clawing (steep, that is, 
for the person doing it), the leader will place ice 
screws often as close as 10 feet apart. The Marwa 
screw (a poor piece of workmanship) is best for 
this because it can be placed in with one hand. 
Climbers will occasionally place the Marwa screw, 
clip into it, then place a Salewa tubular ice screw, 
which is much better but generally needs two 
hands to place. 

Cutting steps should not be sold short. In fact, 
on steep ice it is absolutely necessary as is also 
the need for cutting handholds on ice of 82 de-
grees or steeper. Also on mixed Alpine climbs a 
fantastic amount of step cutting is done on ice 
of all angles. This cutting is faster on short ice 
stretches than taking the time to put crampons 
on and take them off. One should learn to develop 
a rhythm when cutting low angle slopes that is 
only a bit slower than walking. 

Other points: Crampons with front points at 
a 45-degree angle are better than crampons with 
points that stick straight and because the latter 
prevents the climber from getting in close on 
small cut steps. The crampon should always be 
"slapped" into the slope for a better bite. I gen-
erally use a Simond Special "D" Axe with a 
hickory shaft that is 29 inches long. It is more 
versatile than the shorter axes for it can also be 
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used on snow. On exceptionally steep ice I use a 
full-size axe of the same type but with a shaft 
that is only 12 inches long. This short axe has a 
wrist loop while the regular one does not. The 
way to quickly get rid of the regular axe on 
mixed climbs is to run it through a carabiner on 
your iron loop. 

The leader can also enlarge the belay platform 
to fit the second man while he is belaying him 
up. In steep gullies, one should always try to 
find places for rock pitons first and ice pitons 
second. Most mountain gullies are chutes for rock 
and ice falls and therefore they should be at-
tempted before dawn or on cold, overcast days. 
When the ankles are bent to walk up steep ice 
(French method), the climber faces sideways 
to the slope. His ankles are bent sideways and 
not with his toes facing uphill but rather across 
the slope. The old myth about facing out from 
the slope and backing up it is absurd for it is 
very hard to turn around once in this position. 
Very hard ice is not the most difficult to climb. 
Very soft ice that is steep and like soap suds is 
the most difficult and dangerous to climb. 

The ice dagger should be strapped to the hand 
as the Sporthaus Schuster Eisstickel is. This 
strapping will allow the climber to use that hand 
as a free hand for other duties and then imme-
diately use it as a dagger again. 

Well, this letter is a bit long but there is just 
too much to cover. I am sorry that I only scratch-
ed the surface. I can only hope that the book on 
ice climbing technique that John Harlin plans  

to write will see completion. John is, without any 
doubt, the best American ice climber. He is how-
ever, not very representative of American ice 
climbing because he essentially learned and does 
most of his climbing in Europe which has a high-
er ice standard than here. You may receive a 
number of letters contesting this last point, but 
they will only point up the isolation of those 
writers. 

Arthur Gran 
New York, N. Y. 

GREGG BLOMBERG REPLIES: 

Dear Editor: 
Mr. Gran has brought up the point that using 

a belay seat or stirrups on ice is unacceptable 
because of the quality of protection available. 
Obviously I had not reread this portion of my 
article objectively. He is absolutely correct; un-
less pitons can be placed in rock (such as a gully 
wall), the use of a belay seat on ice would clearly 
be unsafe. 

Chopping a suitable platform in hard 70° ice 
is a rather arduous task. A platform 12 inches 
deep and 12 inches wide on 70© ice would have 
to be about 234 feet high to allow the climber to 
stand upright. This means removing about 70 
pounds of ice. John Harlin has climbed more 700  
ice than any other climber I know, and I hope 
we can count on him for some comments. 

I do not agree with Mr. Gran's suggestion of 
enlarging the platform while belaying. While 
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Climber on steep 

ice with hands held low. 
Drawing by Lito Tejada-Flores. 

chopping a platform it would be nearly impos-
sible to devote proper attention to the belay. It 
is also important to remember that climbing on 
steep ice is most often done straight up the fall 
line in gullies this is a must. Ice chips floating 
down will distract the follower and fill any steps_ 

Although a leader might occasionally place 
pitons 10 feet apart, chances are that he is on 
ice too steep for his ability if this is often neces-
sary. As stated in my article, many of the new 
climbs being done today would be impossible by 
the old standards. Let me reiterate that in speed 
there is also safety. No long ice climb should be 
undertaken if it will be necessary to place pitons 
every few feet and/or chop steps all the way up, 
unless the route will be relatively free of objec-
tive danger and one has plans and equipment for 
a bivouac. 

Mr. Gran states that it is absolutely necessary 
to chop steps on steep ice and goes on to say 
that handholds are essential on ice of 82° or 
steeper. It would surely be up to the individual 
to determine when foot- and hand-holds are 
necessary. The climber's ability, condition and 
mental attitude on a particular day are factors, 
as are type and quality of ice, objective danger, 
pack weight, etc. 

Other comments have been received, many of 
which are worthy of print. The following is an 
exerpt from a letter from Lee Harrell of Clare-
mont, California: 

"I would strongly advise carrying ice pitons 
of the Simond U-Form style everywhere, at least 

Simond U-Form piton 

one or two—many is the time I have found them 
excellent for use when nothing else would do, 
i.e.: when one gets into runnels or flows of ice 
where the thickness does not permit anything 
other than driving them between the ice and the 
rock. This arrangement is obviously quite limited 
and generally unsound but when it is needed it 
suffices." 
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Lito Tejada-Flores, presently living in Leysin, 
Switzerland, comments that the pick on an ice 
axe should be thin and shaped to stick. He says, 
"In a word I think the sticking quality in ice 
(what the French call the position of Piolet 
Ancre) is more important than the step cutting 
quality for serious ice-climbing." He feels the 
axe with a pick best suited for this purpose is the 
Charlet Super Conta or MacInnes. He usually 
carries his short (20") axe in a hammer holster. 

As pointed out in the article, most of the top 
ice climbers prefer the short axe. A long axe is 
nearly insufferable on steep ice yet I have met 
no problems using my 21-inch axe for belays on 
snow slopes on which the need for a belay is 
usually less critical. 

Lito prefers an alpine hammer (a piton ham-
mer with an ice axe pick) to a dagger. Most of 
the best ice climbers, including John Harlin, are 
using an alpine hammer or simply an ice screw, 
rather than a dagger. 

Ted M. Davis, of Corvallis, Oregon, has been 
using shock cord for an ice axe thong and has 
had good results with it. He also has an ice axe 
retriever (note drawing) which was tested on his 
expedition to Mt. Sanford last summer. This 
might be a worthwhile piece of equipment for 
expedition climbers. 

Three types of ice pitons have been mentioned 
in the article and correspondence: the Salewa ice 
tube-screw, the Marwa screw (coat hanger) and 
the Simond U-Form. All of these pitons have 
advantages and disadvantages but all are useful. 
I have found a fourth type of ice iron to be use-
ful. I have been using lag screws for several 



Eye bolt lag screw. The forward half of the threads have 
been filed out as noted. 

years and feel their holding power is equal or 
superior to the Salewa tube in most types of ice. 
I buy eye bolt lags 'about 31/2  inches long (about 
25 cents in most hardware stores) and file out 
the threads with a triangular file to obtain less 
displacement of ice. Although they tend to break 
out hard ice, holding power is good to excellent 
in ice of medium consistency. They weigh 31/4  
ounces (the short Salewa is about 31/2  ounces). 
These screws are much less likely to melt out 
than are the Marwa type and are not subject to 
breakage. Placement is made by making a start-
ing hole with spike or pick of the axe. Because 
of the small eye it is usually necessary to use 
the axe pick for leverage during placement and 
removal. Perhaps the greatest disadvantage is 
the thread pitch there are usually 4 to 6 threads 
per inch, which means they take a slightly longer 
time to place. 

I am happy that my article has brought forth 
some interest. Many letters have been received. 
I hope the result of the discussion and thought 
on modern ice climbing will be a general upgrad-
ing of the standards of American alpine climbing. 

Gregg Blomberg 
Denver, Colo. 

JOHN HARLIN COMMENTS: 
Dear Editor: 

I have received copies of both Gregg's and 
Art's letters, and I have read the article in ques-
tion. 

Unfortunately, I cannot write a dissertation 
on ice climbing at this time. Later in the year I 
can outline a few points, if there is demand. How-
ever, since I have been put "in between" on this 
question, I will give my opinion for the benefit  

of those undertaking serious ice climbing. 
The third paragraph of Art's letter should be 

law number one of normal snow and ice climbing. 
It is well expressed and should be memorized. 
Gregg, on the other hand, is not wrong when he 
explains about using stirrups and/or a belay seat 
suspended from ice pitons for ice belays. There 
just was not sufficient explanation. 

As everyone knows or should know, almost 
everything in climbing is relative to other fac-
tors. In extreme climbing there are no inflexible 
rules. This latter technique is an extreme. The 
primary objective is speed and is only used when 
speed is essential for ultimate safety because 
objective dangers threaten, for example—couloir 
climbing. Normally in couloirs, where avalanches 
and rockfall are frequent, the ice is very old and 
very, very hard. Even denting this ice for a 
handhold can be difficult. In this situation I use 
a belay seat for the belay, stubai ice screws 
placed often for protection (the only screw that 
can be placed easily with one hand), and short 
leads. The short lead is essential because it re-
duces the distance of a potential fall, relieves 
cramped muscles, and relaxes psychological 
tension. 

Another point about near vertical ice is that a 
chopped ledge is cut into the ice. The body, how-
ever, is tilted out at a more and more awkward 
and useless angle, for the feet must go in, yet 
the body is prevented by the ice above. It is 
normally impossible to cut a body-length notch. 
The ledge now becomes a negative influence be-
cause both the belayer and the one who falls 
cause outward pressure on the ice screws instead 
of the line of force paralleling the slope of ice. 
One, in effect, changes the belay problem from 
near vertical ice to that of an overhang. There-
fore, foot holds and a belay seat or stirrups can 
be even more effective in this situation. 

Most of these and other techniques become 
rather obvious once one has done them and are 
nothing more than an application of common 
sense. But as I said before, I am not going into 
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these techniques in detail at this time. 
In general, Gregg's article is good, but it is a 

long subject being treated as a short article. 
Art's letter has some excellent ideas, as I have 
already mentioned. Yet I would criticize both the 
article and the letter for their dogmatic presenta-
tion. When one attempts to teach or to tell others 
what to do, one must accept the obligation of 
knowing all the alternatives and of being precise 
in the thorough explanation of these alterna-
tives. Otherwise, it would be far better to say "I 
do this," or "Many do this," etc. Art's presenta-
tion of his choice and use of ice axes is very good 
and valid; however, it does not negate the com-
promise of a single, medium short axe for steep 
alpine climbing. 

To summarize, it is my opinion that Gregg's 
article has some errors and suffers from insuf-
ficient explanation, but it is a positive step for-
ward and much can be learned from it. Art is 
absolutely right in his desire to emphasize the 
belay position's need to take the shock of fall on 
the body rather than ice piton or ice axe. This 
latter is one of the biggest mistakes people make 
in the field. On the other hand, as I have pointed 
out, the scene changes on very steep ice or when 
speed is essential. 
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Until a really good manual is put out I would 
suggest that people take all suggestions with "a 
grain of salt." There is no substitute for the ap-
plication of common sense and practice. Ice over 
450 is steep and on an Alpine climb requires 
thorough pre-climb training. Do not expect to 
read any manual and then immediately go out to 
encounter 1000 feet of 500 boiler plate and live. 
The most important commodity in ice climbing 
is confidence. Practice on ice gullies, etc. will give 
this psychological training before the big push. 
It is about three or four leads up, when control 
normally degenerates. This is a function of phys-
ical and mental tiring. Be aware of it and master 
it. 

John Harlin, Director 
International School of 
Modern Mountaineering 
Leysin, Switzerland 

Dear Editor: 
Gregg Blomberg; has indicated to me, that in 

his letter of January 25, 1966 to you, that he 
mentioned an ice axe retriever. A limited num-
ber of ice axe retrievers are available from Bill 
Cummins, 530 S.W. Maplecrest Dr., Portland, 
Oregon 97219, who invented the device. 

Ted M. Davis 
Corvallis, Oregon 

SIERRA DESIGNS 
( ALPINE EQUIPMENT) 
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CALIFORNIA 
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CLIMBING HARDWARE 

Figure 8 Descendeur Piton Carrier 
The simplest, safest, cheap- A simple fitment for attach- 
est and best descendeur ing to the waist loop or else- 
available. Wt. 'A lb. $2.50. where. Wt. 'A  lb. S1.10. 

SEND NOW FOR BIG 1966 CATALOG 

-BLACKS 
Ogdensburg,NY. 

930 Ford St. Ogdensburg, N.Y. 13689 

JD 

SAVE $ $ - 40 to 50% 
KITS! KITS! KITS! KITS! 

Down Vests 
Sleeping Bags 
Down Jackets 

— and more — 
100% Nylon Materials 
Top Quality Goose Down But NO MESS 
All Parts Pre-cut, Pre-marked 
Easy Step-by-Step Instructions 

for free brochure write: 

FROSTLINE, Dept. 12, Box 1378, Boulder, Colo. 80302 

Dear Editor: 
John Harlin sent me a copy of his letter to you. 

He is right in everything but for one point in 
his fifth paragraph: this law of a step being too 
close to the pivot point, thus pulling out on an 
ice piton. A two-inch deep step in an 80 degree 
slope requires a twelve-inch high notch in the 
ice. Most climbers can generally find at least an 
80 degree angle ice spot to belay from. So one 
can use the platform belay on ice that is up to 
80 degrees without pulling straight out on the 
piton. The number of times that a climber has 
to belay on ice over 80 degrees is very, very few. 
I know a two-inch deep platform is small but it 
can be deepened. 

Remember, my letter is for the American 
climber, and I'm trying to save lives. My letter 
is not for the John Harlins who know what they 

are doing. Although John can get away with such 
techniques under perfect conditions, such as he 
states where "the ice is very old and very, very 
hard." The Blomberg article does not state this. 
John also states that "this technique is an ex-
treme." 

This means even for him. Now to teach this 
to the general public who are at an extremely 
lower level is dangerous. For the article makes 
it sound like a common thing in high angle climb- 

ing. 
Remember you have a responsibility to the 

readers of SUMMIT, not to place them in danger. 
Reading Gregg's article I envisioned some SUM-
MIT readers going out and trying such things 
without the John Harlin background. This is why 
I sent the letter. I also feel that there is no need 
for this technique in this country (that is right 
now), because there are only about three or four 
people who could use it properly. 

Art Gran 
New York, New York 

NEED ROPE ? 

by Larry Reynolds 

Perlon • Gold Line 

,-WEST RIDGE 
mountaineering 

12010 west pica blvd, los angeles / phone 477-5250 
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HIGHLAND Outfitters Lightweight Camping Specialists 

HAS 

M-3C A-N-13-M-3D 
to new and larger quarters 

— NOW THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE CAMPING 

AND MOUNTAINEERING STORE IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA! — 

For the latest and finest in lightweight camping and climbing gear, visit us at our new location: 

3579 Eighth Street (upstairs), Riverside, California 
or 

Write for free Catalog: 
P.O. Box 121, Riverside, California 

Open Days and Evenings. Closed Sunday and Monday. 

"Lazy Backpacker Brand" 

FOR, 

With the increase of "instant" foods on the grocery 

store shelves, it is now possible for the backpacker 
to provide himself with adequate, lightweight, and 

fast-cooking meals without resorting to the speciality 

dehydrated and freeze-dried foods. One of the main 
disadvantages is that most of the foods come in 

bulky boxes and should be repackaged into plastic 

bags. 

The mountaineer's diet should be heavy on carbo-

hydrate to take care of the estimated calorie needs 
as described in Gordon Waddell's article on "Energy 

Requirements of Mountain Walking" in the March 

issue of Summit; provide the 70 grams of protein as 

required by the average man, and be reasonably low 
in fat due to the tendency of indigestibility for most 

people at higher elevations. 

Because meat is not only expensive, but heavy in 
cans, and not very palatible in dried form, it is best 

to plan on using as much plant protein source as 

possible, such as whole grain cereals, split pea 

soup, legumes, etc. 

According to the U.S. Agriculture Yearbook on 

Food, "To have nutritive value of the mixture of 

proteins in our diets rate high requires only that a 

portion of the protein come from animal sources." 
Thus, a small portion of dried milk, meat, eggs, or 

cheese will improve the protein quality of grain and 

other plant products. 
The weight of dried fruits and dried meat can be 

considerably reduced in a short time by placing it 
on a rack in an oven with low heat and the door ajar. 

This is a fast way to make jerky out of the "dried 

meat" which usually comes in jars. 
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MOUNTAINEERING, Ltd. 
BOX 7 

BOULDER, COLORADO 

haunt the 
high country 

with 
holubar 

Write for our complete catalog 

of mountaineering equipment 

CUSTOM CLIMBING BOOTS One piece upper, all leather 
lined, double stitched soles 

and Vibram soles screwed and 
cemented on. Guaranteed 
satisfactory fit. Write for 

measuring instructions. 
We also have down sleeping 

bags, down jackets, and other 
climbing gear. 

Information mailed on request. 

PETER LIMMER & SONS 
Intervale, New Hampshire $38.50, plus postage, made to order 

THE INCOMPARABLE 

for illustrated 
brochure, please write: 

A. I. KELTY MFG. CO. 
1807 VICTORY BOULEVARD 

P.O. BOX 3453 

GLENDALE 1, CALIFORNIA 

reviews 
Pathways in the Sky: The Story of 

the John Muir Trail by Hal Roth. 
Howell-North Books, Berkeley, Calif. 
$8.50. 231 pgs. 170 photographs. 9 in 

full color. 
The first 41 pages of the book are 

devoted to the history of the Sierra and 
the events leading up to the John Muir 
Trail. Mr. Roth has made six trips over 
the 212-mile trail, each time taking 
sidetrips and photographing different 
scenes. With the study of past history 
of the Sierra and with the advice and 
help of qualified individuals, Roth has 
presented a concise and descriptive 
history of the trail and early days of 
the Sierra. 

The book depicts the trail from the 
floor of Yosemite Valley and takes 
the reader to the summit of Mt. Whitney. 
The author is an excellent photograph-
er, choosing his subjects carefully, 
and photographing them so well they 
tell a story without explanation. Some 
of the pictures could have been more 
sharply reproduced, but they do not 
detract from the purpose of the book: to 
tell the story of the John Muir Trail. 
Some of the chapters are pictorial, oth-
ers describe the trail and area, while 
others describe animals, flowers, and 
birds found along the trail. 

This is a book that will bring hours 
of enjoyment, not only to those who 
have traveled the John Muir Trail, but 
particularly to those who are planning 
to make such a trip. 

MAPS  Now Available of the 
GRAND   CANYON 

from Lee's Ferry to Lake Mead 
We have reproduced this valuable series of 15 
U.S.G.S. River Survey maps (10 plans and 5 pro-
files) in an appropriate size (11 x 14). This series 
when it was available from the government cost 
$7.50. No other maps give so much detail, includ-
ing mile by mile reference points, river gradient 
(5 ft. contours) and adjacent topography. 

Send for E including tax 
your set now SZP and postage 

i1ateleC444 Reileft 
7aceoreft9144(10ektiaot 

1016 Jackson St., Oakland, Calif. 94607 
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The finest and most complete stock of imported, 
domestic and custom-made camping and 

climbing equipment in the world. 

GREAT VALUES AT CO-OP PRICES! 

Patronage Dividends to Members 

Write for Free 

48-Page Illustrated Catalog 

1525-F 11th Avenue 

Seattle, Wash. 98122 
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Guide to the New Mexico Mountains 

by Herbert E. Ungnade. Published by 
Alan Swallow, 2679 South York Street, 
Denver, Colorado. 1965. 232 pages. 

The ink was hardly dry on this guide 
when the author and two other scien-

tists from the Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory, were killed in a fall from 
South Maroon Peak, near Aspen, Colo-

rado. 

Mr. Ungnade has provided a very com-

plete and exhaustive guide book. A 
large portion is devoted to detailed 

descriptions of climbing routes to the 
high peaks, but there is also general 

information on the area, references and 
charts. Details are given on some of 
the most interesting rock climbs. Win-

ter mountaineering, caving, and boat-
ing are discussed. The guide is 
generously illustrated with maps, dia-
grams, and pictures. 

Powderhorn 

Mountaineering 

in the 

TETONS 

for your 

complete outdoor needs 

Formerly Barry Corbet's 

"The Outhaus" 

Write: 

Powderhorn Mountainsering 

Box 1228 

Jackson, Wyoming 83001 



LP 

quality equipment 
for alpine sports 

Down Sleeping Bags and 
accessories 

Down Clothing and Gear 

Reevair Shell Clothing 

and Gear 

Nylon Packs and Sacks 

Light Weight Nylon Tents 

catalog sent on request 

P.O. Box 1081 
(2939 Peak Ave.) 

Boulder, Colo. 80301 

'Wilderness Outing 
Colorado Mountain Club July Outing 

Gore Range Primitive Area 
$45 per week, $75 for two weeks 

Family Rates — Brochure 
Wm. Bird Mounsey, Director 

Route 2, Evergreen, Colo. 80439 

ENJOY 
BACK-PACKING 

with 
GERRY CWD outfits 

Tent 
Pack 
Sleeping Bag 
Food 

only 10 lbs. 
other CWD outfits to 20 lbs. 

Send for Gerry's 
FREE Booklet 
"How to enjoy 

Back-Packing" 

Dept. 142, 
Boulder, 
Colorado, 80301 
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BISHOP'S 
ULTIMATE 

„,,, 

CAN 

WITH STAND 

ANYTHING 
No other tent is so waterproof, breatha-

ble, roomy, easy to erect, and light 

weight. The Bishop Ultimate Tent uses 

a newly designed Blanchard Draw-Tite 

frame, and is an improved version of 

the tents used on the American Everest 

Expedition. Waterproof fly, breathable 

tent; huge, protected window. 2, 4, 6-

man models. Fitted or flat fly. Frost 

Liner. Write for 16-page brochure. 

BISHOP'S 

ULTIMATE OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT 

6804 Millwood Road 
Bethesda, Maryland 20034 
Telephone: 301-652-0156 

vat 

OFFSET 

HORIZONTAL 

PITONS. . . 

made of the highest quality chrome-
moly steel, hand-forged, then tempered 
to perfection. Designed for maximum 
strength, minimum weight. 

We also carry the new line of 

Chouinard Hardware 

SPORT CHALET 
951 Foothill Blvd., P.O. Box 626 

La Canada, California 

Send for Free Catalog 

Dear Editor: 

I have just read William Cudding-
tion's comments on prusicking as 
applied to caving and found them very 
informative. However, more thought 
should be given to Section IX. Prusick-

ing out of crevasses. Jumars were not 
made for this purpose. Mr. Cuddingtion 
obviously realizes the impracticability 
of glacier travel with the bulky Jumars 
attached to the climbing rope, for he 
says, "It would be a simple matter to 
snap a pair of Jumars to the rope and 
quickly ascend." Just how simple 
would this be while hanging by a waist 
loop with a pack weighing forty or 
more pounds, and possibly in near 
total darkness? Also where are you 
carrying these Jumars so that they 
won't be lost when you fall upside 
down and won't get in your way during 
normal operations but will be easily 
accessible while wearing heavy mits 
and hanging by the waist? 

On the other hand, when using normal 
prusik technique on a glacier, the 
prusiks are attached to the climbing 
rope at all times, pass down through 
the waist loop, and are stuffed into 
the pockets, under the belt, or in 
another convenient place. When the 
emergency arises, the prusik rope is 
easily pulled out of the pocket, slipped 
over the foot, and the knot is slipped 
up. Thus the discomfort of hanging 
from the waist is quickly relieved and 

the climber is on his way out. This can 
be done with heavy mits on with no 
need for the numb fingers Mr. Cudding-
tion mentions. 

Along these same lines, I have 
another comment. Often I see climbers 
crossing glaciers with the waist belts 

of their heavy packs hanging loose. If 
they were to drop into a crevasse, they 
may find themselves upside down 
hanging onto their pack with both 
hands to keep from losing it. Under 
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Read: 

BASIC MOUNTAINEERING 
126 pages of instructions in safe 

mountaineering. 
If not available in book or mountaineer-
ing stores near you, write us direct. 

Include S2.00. 

Sierra Club, San Diego Chap. B 
P.O. Box 525, San Diego, California 
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these conditions, it might be impossi-
ble for the climber to do anything to 

aid in his rescue without dropping his 
pack or waiting for a rope to be 

dropped to pull up his pack. A better 

practice is to keep the waist strap 

closed around the body and also to 

keep a carabiner attached to the top 

of the pack frame, within easy reach of 

the wearer to, which a rope dropped 
can be attached, if required. 

Roger Neubauer 

Seattle, Washington 

Dear Editor: 

Why do non-Japanese keep calling 

Mt. Fuji "Fujiyama"? (Summit, Jan.-

Feb., 1966). Yama is indeed "moun-

tain" in Japanese but Fuji is never 

Fujiyama. The latter is a common 

personal name, literally meaning "wis-

taria mountain." Mt. Fuji is "Fuji-san" 

—the san means mountain, too; in fact, 

it is read with the same character as 

yama— or simply "Fuji." Never 

"Fujiyama." 

Incidentally, Fuji is a challenging 

and harrowing climb in mid-winter, and 

accounts for several climbing fatali-

ties every year. Fifteen hundred verti-
cal meters of 30-40 degree snow (ice?), 

so hard and smooth that your crampons 

screech back down the slope half a 

step before taking hold, even after a 

good hard stomp. And the wind—on a 
rare brilliant smogless December day 

in Tokyo, the mountain stands clear 

and unshrouded, with only a tiny wisp 

of white pointing out from the summit 

—that wisp, visible more than a hun-

dred kilometers away, is fine snow 

being blown off the mountain. On this 
perfect cloudless day, the same snow 

reduces your visibility three thousand 

meters up Fuji to half a rope, and the 
wind does its best to blow you off the 
mountain with the snow. 

A magnificent experience, and I 

recommend it —provided you have per-

fected your self-arrest technique in a 

wind tunnel on steep glass. 

Arlon R. Tussing 

College, Alaska  

Dear Editor: 

Just received my first issue of 

Summit Magazine and am very glad I 
subscribed. I would, however, like to 
know if the rest of your subscribers 

also received a Jan.-Feb. 1966 issue 
minus pages 7, 8, 11, 12, 25, 26, and 

with two each of pages 13, 14, 19, and 

20, or is this part of the initiation of 

new subscribers? If it is a part of an 

initiation I assume you'll send me the 

missing pages one at a time and de-
mand a ransom of one of each of the 

pages I have two of. If no gag is in-

volved, then would really like to read 

the rest of the magazine if you could 

possibly supply the missing pages. 

Larry Priest 

South Bend, Indiana 

(Editor's Note: No gag. Our automatic 
inserter occasionally acts up. We're 

glad to replace any defective copy.) 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 
Sierra Club publications, mountains, 
mountaineering, deserts, history of 
California and the West — plus many 
other specialties. New, used and rare. 
Single fine items and libraries bought. 

550 S. Figueroa St., 
Los Angeles 17, California 

two boots in one 
LOWA EIGER-SPEZIAL 

Used on McKinley, Nanga Parbat and 
1963 Everest Expeditions. The ideal boot 
for expeditions, ski touring or winter 
climbing. Heavy-duty triple stitched heel 
cap, double hand-stitched narrow welt 
... front and back hinged shaft ... 91/2" 
high, extra-large hinged eyelets. No lac-
ing hooks—metal lacing rings seal over-
lapping outer tongue. Outer boot—tough 
pebble grain leather. Completely remov-
able inner boot—specially insulated soft 
leather. Foam padded tongue and ankle. 
Sizes 7-12; 6 lb. 8 oz. $59.95 

Extra inner boot, 13 oz. $19.95 

for all around outdoor wear 
VOYAGEUR'S "BIG HORN" 

Climbing boot from the Alpine Hut. Light 
on the feet, but superbly rugged. 
3-ribbed tempered spring steel shank. 
Hard boxed toe ... 6" high ... full grain 
brown chrome leather...Swiss lug sole 
... outside gusset with inside padded 
tongue, top face and top rim for extra 
comfort. Viscolized waterproof leather 
counter. Sizes: 9-13 narrow; 6-13 med.; 
6-12 wide. 31/2  lbs. $20.95 



CLASSIFIED 
Ten cents per word. Payment must be 

enclosed with all orders. 

ROCK SCHOOLS: Slide sets illus-

trating rock climbing from basics to 

most advanced. Accepted teaching aid 

by over 30 schools in U.S. and England. 

Frost Films, Box 1378, Boulder, Colo. 

MOUNTAINEERS with rescue train-

ing, teaching ability, and an interest 

in youth. Summer jobs available as 

Instructors. Apply Colorado Outward 

Bound School, Box 1177, Englewood, 

Colorado 80110. 

TERRIFIC NEW OUTING is shaping 

up in Jasper National Park Canada 

between July 27 and August 10. Won-

derful mountains, climbing, scenery, 

fishing, relaxation, guides, camp cook. 

Colorado Mountain Club sponsored; ev-

eryone welcome. Write Canadian Out-

ing, 1965 Dartmouth, Boulder, Colo. 

ICE AXES and NORTH WALL HAM-

MERS: All metal. UNBREAKABLE. A 

limited supply of superb ice climbing 

tools by MacInnes of Scotland will be 

available for sale directly to climbers 

until June first. Price $18.50 postpaid 

from Scotland. For information write: 

Ice Axes, P.O. Box 444, Saratoga, 

California. 

NEW MAP SERVICE: Topographic 

maps of all climbing areas in Canada 

now available so you can start plan-

ning your '66 trips now. Special ser-

vice for clubs. Write for brochure to 

BILL'S MAPS, Box 99, IOCO, B.C., 

Canada. 

Want to trade back issues of SUMMIT? 

I have some 1957, 1958, and 1964 is-
sues to trade. Write to Joe Darrow, 

20632 Clarendon, Woodland Hills, Calif. 

WANTED: March, 1961 issue of 

SUMMIT. Will pay $2. John Ligon, 1 
Sunset Hill Rd., Corvallis, Ore. 

FOR SALE: 1965 issues of SUMMIT, 

complete sets only, unbound, $6.00, 

postpaid. Write SUMMIT magazine, Big 

Bear Lake, California 92315. 
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"Fred, you've heard of snow bunnies and surf bunnies. . ." 

Now you can buy a German 

imitation 
Leeper Piton 

But you can still get the genuine 

article in mountaineering shops ev- 
erywhere, or directly from: 

Ed Leeper 
17311/2  Francisco, Berkeley 3, Calif. 

 
 



Mount Shuskan, 9127 feet, in the Northwestern Skagit area of Washington, where Foul Nielsen was killed February 5 in 

an avalanche while skiing. A member of the Alpine Club of Canada and the Vancouver Mountain Rescue Unit, Poul had 

climbed extensively in the Rockies where he made several first ascents, in the Selkirks, in the Coast Range and Mt. 

McKinley in Alaska. He climbed Mt. Robson in 1962. Photo by Bernhard Epting. 

Jo Toul Yielsen 
For it was love of mountains and of independence, 
The liberation from material things of no consequence; 

Such ideals spurred ski-tourers with high hopes 

To climb the mountain's snow clad slopes. 

With seal skins enshrouding the slippery surface of thier skis 

They scaled the mountain's ridge above the blue spruce trees. 

Guided by a mountaineer of prudence and of endurance 
They advanced and ascended with faith and with assurance. 

The view of the mountain's grandeur and height 

Filled their spirits with happiness and with delight. 
Nature's universe captured their heart and their soul. 
They cherished its freedom as they strived for their goal. 

Like a flash of lightning. Then a cold gust 
Caused shattered slabs of white powdered dust 
To burst through the air at mercurial rate 
Leaving them subject to the whims of fate. 

It darkens out as the avalanche wields. 

The snow splits on the slope and yields. 

Fate strikes with fury and with violence 

In this trembling thundercloud of turbulence. 

As hushed silence and tranquility return 

To the snow-clad scene; there is concern. 

A blanket of snow swiftly swept him away. 

His hour of destiny was determined this way. 

White plain, you're deep with loveliness, 
Frost tingling in my veins, you caress. 
What joy is in the snow-wrapped place, 
My arms reach outwards to embrace 

Nature, so beauteous, yet so cruel, 
You who I loved so much, was I a fool 
To climb to the summit to be free? 
Was this to be my destiny? 

By Mary T. Winter 
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